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This talk of ours: 

- Compensate company and what lessons we 
can take from it

- About Carbon Offsetting in general
- About Compensate

- Psychology of Climate Change 
- My personal current thoughts
- Recommended resources



Compensate





image source:  https://www.shiftcarbon.io/blog/what-are-greenhouse-gasses 

Major greenhouse gasses



“The EU uses up almost 20% of the Earth’s bio-capacity although 
it comprises only 7% of the world population .. 

In other words, 2.8 planets would be needed if everyone 
consumed at the rate of the average EU resident. 

… This is well above the world average which is approximately 
1.7 planets”

- WWF World Wide Fund   https://www.wwf.eu/?uNewsID=346835



https://www.iea.org/commentaries/the-world-s-top-1-of-emitters-produce-over-1000-times-more-co2-than-the-bottom-1







https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/syr/figures/summary-for-policymakers/figure-spm-1/





https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/blog/2015/12/un-chief-hails-new-climate-change-agreement-as-monumental-triumph/

https://sustainability.yale.edu/explainers/yale-experts-explain-paris-climate-agreement



Source: Guide to good practices for voluntary carbon markets - Finnish Government 2023







https://net0.com/blog/scope-1-2-3-emissions

Total Carbon Footprint of a Company





Carbon Neutral 

https://www.historyextra.com/period/medieval/indulgences-catholic-church-what-why-sold-absolution-sin-reformaton/

Net-zero

- Allows for offsets
- Doesn’t mean actual 

emissions reductions

- Governed by SBTi
- Requires 90% emissions 

reductions across scopes 
1,2,3 (means you can not 
use offsets to reduce)

- Targets must align with the 
1.5C warming scenario

- External verification



https://www.klarna.com/international/press/klarna-invests-usd-17-million-from-its-internal-carbon-tax-in-sustainability-projects-for-maximum-long-term-climate-impact/













- Carbon removal 

- Fruit trees 

- Women empowerment

Example: Project TIST







What has been achieved

- Legislation in Finland has been changed

- Carbon market standard raised

- Thousands of CO2t offset

- High-integrity offset projects supported



Looking back, looking fwd 

Enablers: 

- Vision and belief
- In it for IT and not for the dollars
- Systemic influence
- Integrity at the core of both operations and work culture

Hinderers: 

- Legislation
- Investment market
- Approach 

- NGO from the start ->no business model strive
- Problem-market fit - based on beliefs
- Pivoting took time



https://www.compensate.com/latest-insights-on-carbon-offsetting



Psychology of Climate Change





- Humans are overpoweringly wired to do good 
to each-other and nature (eg. debunked 
Stanford Prison Experiment, or Hurricane 
aftermath “hooligans”)  90% of the book is 
about this point :) 

- Power often concentrates in hands of the 
exceptionally mentally-corrupt people with 
high traits of Psychopathy, Machiavellianism 
and Narcissism



https://www.chelseagreen.com/2019/move-past-despair-action-climate-change/



















http://www.cemus.uu.se/cclip2018-week-3/





https://protectourwinters.fi/

















https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-rTQ443akE&ab_channel=MadmanFilms



My personal current thoughts



disconnection from ourselves and from 
nature crisis. 



“Sustainability is a progression towards a functional 
awareness that all things are connected; that the 
systems of commerce, building, society, geology, 
and nature are really one system of integrated 
relationships; that these systems are co-participants 
in the evolution of life" 
- Bill Reed 2007



https://www.iea.org/commentaries/the-world-s-top-1-of-emitters-produce-over-1000-times-more-co2-than-the-bottom-1

Is the top% of emitters aware at any level how 
everything is interconnected? 
Are they also 1000 times happier that the bottom 1%? 
500 times happier than the average? 



 What can drive us as designers fwd 
- my advice to you the upcoming 
design generation:) 

0. Study psychology 
1. Study business, strategy with or before 

sustainability
2. See planetary boundaries as positive 

constraints
3. Aim for systemic shift when possible. Is it 

always possible? 
4. Imagine Positive & Negative futures
5. Strive towards horizontal/decentralised 

organisations and ownership
6. Love children and invest deeply into them
7. Continuously develop connection with 

ownself and kindness to others muscles



1. Study business, strategy with or 
before sustainability

- Be able to use BOTH Design and Business 
tools. 
Example: Carpooling app - Design Research 
vs Business Research

- When working with business professionals - 
be able to understand them and consider 
their views better as well as communicate 
and justify your own

- When working by yourself -you have a wider 
perspective



 2. See planetary boundaries as positive constraints

“We analyzed biomass and started looking for 
what was already available on the market, and 
we found brewer’s yeast, the byproduct of beer 
fermentation. They use yeast to ferment sugars, 
but they need to dispose of it after making the 
alcohol.”



 3. Aim for systemic shift when possible. Is it always possible?



4. Imagine Positive & Negative futures

https://www.slideshare.net/stockholmcyclo/designing-in-the-walkable-city



To this 

5. Strive towards horizontal/decentralised organisations and ownership

From this 

https://www.reinventingorganizations.com/



As a baseline- be mindful when designing 
products that children will or might use. 

6. Love children and invest deeply into them - personally and professionally

https://childrensdesignguide.org/



7. Continuously develop connection with ownself and muscles of 
kindness to others 

https://missionjoy.org/



“ I would say to everyone : You are made for perfection. You are made 
for perfection. But you are not yet perfect. You are a masterpiece in 
the making”

“ We’re wired to be compassionate, we’re wired to do good”

“ It is through practice that gentleness, compassion grows - it’s like 
muscles that need to be exercised and strengthened”

Radical conclusion: Beyond basic human needs being met, 
Wellbeing is a SKILL. Wellbeing can be learnt, be nurtured. 

“ Key to joy.. Is find your own natural compassion and live from there”

“ Ubuntu: A person is a person through other persons. We can be human only 
together. ”



“ Meditation should become a learnt daily habit just like 
brushing teeth ”

Image source: https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/25/well/wellness-pandemic-toothbrush-challenge.html

Dance

Sports

Theatre

Fine Arts

Friends
Work in state 
of Flow



“ Can Joy be the way to the ultimate world peace? ”

“ Genuine joyfulness is helping other- you get more satisfaction. To 
build happy society, peaceful society, firstly peaceful family - an 
individual needs to create inner peace, joy. Then share it with family 
members. One, two, hundred families that way - happier community, 
happier society, then national level and eventually -7.5 Billion people. 
We all have same desire and same right to achieve a happier life”



Some more recommended resources 
:) 



https://www.waterbear.com/



https://www.liberatingstructures.com/
https://www.sociocracyforall.org/

https://www.leylaacaroglu.com/

https://mixed-soy-97d.notion.site/Design-for-Plane
t-Knowledge-Hub-8544294479474cdb87b90d6e0
0cbd4b7

https://www.systemicdesigntoolkit.org/



https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352550923000866#ab0005

🔥 What are REGENERATIVE business models 
and how do they differ from SUSTAINABLE and 
CIRCULAR business models?

1⃣ Recognize that human societies are deeply 
embedded in the biosphere, and that they 
depend on the health of the biosphere for their 
own health.
2⃣ Have a value proposition of planetary health 
and societal wellbeing to nature and society at 
large.
3⃣ Give more than they take and strive for net 
positive impact.

Organizations with regenerative business models focus on 
planetary health and societal wellbeing. They create and 
deliver value at multiple stakeholder levels—including nature, 
societies, customers, suppliers and partners, shareholders 
and investors, and employees—through activities promoting 
regenerative leadership, co-creative partnerships with 
nature, and justice and fairness. Capturing value through 
multi-capital accounting, they aim for a net positive impact 
across all stakeholder levels.“


